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Abstract: The challenges of peaceful co-existence in the twenty-first century world have become enormous.
The problem of insecurity stands out as one of them. As improvements occur in science and technology, this
problem is bound to be compounded. Also, as societies remain dynamic, negative acts are bound to assume the
same dynamism. By implication, it also means that conflicts and crisis, including insurgency must be curtailed
as much as possible. A lot lies on the shoulders of national governments to arrest the situation. One sure way to
do this is to improve on military intelligence. This paper examined the challenge of security in Nigeria in the
twenty-first century and the role that military intelligence can play in combating it. The secondary materials on
which this work relied were subjected to textual and contextual analysis. It adopted the historical method of
analysis and interpretation of data. The paper is of the opinion that the failure of military intelligence is largely
responsible for the current state of quagmire of national security in the country. At the end, the paper
recommends a restructuring of our military intelligence to make them more proactive and effective as well as
collaboration with the locals in each community as ways out of the current national security quagmire.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nigeria is an African country with a land mass of about 923,768 sq. kms, an area that is the size of
France, Britain and the Netherlands combined.1 This vastness of landmass ordinarily, ought to be an
advantage as it could fast-track rapid socio-economic development, especially in terms of space for
agricultural practices, but the reverse appeared to have been the case, with the upsurge in violent
crimes and insurgency in recent times. Regrettably, since the dawn of the new millennium, there have
been cases of conflicts of grave dimensions. These developments have impacted negatively on the
security of lives and property in the country. Since the dawn of the Twenty-first Century, the
challenges of security have become compounded, especially with the increasing spate of insurgency
and terrorist activities.2
It is against this background that this paper examines the challenge of security in contemporary
Nigeria and the role that military intelligence can play in its improvement. It suggests that a way out
of this challenge is to reinforce and energise our military intelligence agencies. That way, the
„monster‟ is better checked rather than the current style of resort to placating victims of terrorist acts.
The paper is divided into five main sections. Following this introduction is a clarification of the
concepts of national security, terrorism and military intelligence. The third section highlights the
reality of security challenge in the country. The fourth section deals with the role that military
intelligence can play in an attempt to tackle this challenge as well as need for Nigeria to learn lesson
from the moribund Yugoslavia. The final section is the conclusion and recommendations.

2. THE CONCEPTS OF NATIONAL SECURITY, TERRORISM AND MILITARY INTELLIGENCE
National security has been defined as the ability of a nation-state to, among other things, preserve the
nation‟s physical integrity and territory; to maintain its economic relations with the rest of the world
on reasonable terms; preserve its nature, institutions, and governance from outside; and to control its
borders.3 The ability of states and societies to maintain their independent identities and functional
integrity is also an integral aspect of national security. The main objective of national security is to
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uphold a country‟s national values, which include national survival, self preservation, territorial
integrity and economic progress.4
What constitute terrorism and terrorist acts have engaged the attention of scholars and analysts over
the years. However, there is no generally acceptable definition of the terms. The Longman Dictionary
of Contemporary English defined terrorism as “the use of violence such as bombing, shooting or
kidnapping to obtain political demands...”5 Terrorism has also been defined as “a technique of
political influence that has not been limited to specific weapons,... a tactic that all political contenders
may be tempted to use if it seems likely to be effective”.6
Just as the problem of having a universal definition of the term „terrorism‟ exists, its origin has also
elicited debate. The debate on the origin of the phenomenon could he bifurcated into two main
strands. First, is the school of thought that sees it as a recent phenomenon, and second, is that which
sees it as being part of human society from the time of creation. Even the advocates of the recency of
the phenomenon appear also divided in their opinion. Scholars in this group have variously traced the
origin of terrorism to the outbreak of the French Revolution and the rise of anarchists in the nineteenth
century, the taking of Israeli athletes as hostage in the Munich Olympics of 1972 and the September
11, 2001 attack on the World Trade Centre in Washington D.C., USA and the defeat of the Taliban in
Afghanistan.7
As the absence of consensus on what constitute terrorism exists, so also is the typology of the
phenomenon. Some scholars have classified terrorist activities into three categories; namely,
communal terrorism, ideological and pragmatic or instrumental.8 Communal terrorism, from the
perspective of these scholars, is the type organized by dissidents within a state, and thrives on the
basis of ethnicity, religion or both The Swedes, who considered themselves different from the Danes
for example, are always cited to capture this category.
Ideological terrorism, on the other hand, refers to political violence orchestrated to realize political
goals, usually common with left-wing groups.9 The pragmatic or instrumental terrorism refers to use
of state terror by governing elites to keep themselves in power by continually introducing ideological
justification for their actions.‟10 Some have also classified it into political and criminal terrorism11
while others speak of repressive, revolutionary, sub-revolutionary and secessional terrorism.”12 It is to
be noted that these perceptions are based on variables such as the author‟s understanding of what
constitutes terrorism, their background, religion, culture and class affiliation.
From the outflow of literature on this subject, it could be said that terrorism in whatever form it is
manifested, basically has the element of violence and because it is an act that is not legally endorsed,
its operation must be clandestine. Thus, the lack of a generally acceptable definition of terrorism
notwithstanding, terrorist acts is generally clandestine, violent, and systematic in nature. Targets of
terrorist acts could be individuals and/or groups. As an act, it could be directed at influencing goals
which may be political, economic or even religious.
It is important to stress, too, that terrorist acts do not just occur overnight. The difference between
conflicts and terrorism appear slim because uncontrolled conflict situations could eventually result in
the emergence of terrorist groups and consequently, terrorist activities. Causes of terrorism are varied
and complex in nature such that a scholar even christened some “Holy Terror”. 13 Factors that could
lead to any form of violence could as well lead to terrorist activities. 14 However, what appeared to
have been the causes in the modern world, as argued by Crenshaw, are “social and economic
inequalities, lack of opportunities for participation, economic problems, relative deprivations and
governments repression among others”.15
Intelligence involve the “collection, evaluation, analysis, integration and interpretation of all available
information which concerns areas of operations and potentially significant to planning”.16 Intelligence,
with regards to the military, could be strategic, tactical and counter intelligence. In all human
endeavours, including academic, social, military, economic and political spheres, intelligence is vital
to the realization of goals and targets.17 This paper is concerned with the latter. The importance of
military intelligence in combating insecurity cannot be ignored. In fact, lack of it or where it is not
effectively utilized could endanger lives and properties.
Thus, military intelligence involves the “capacity to detect or acquire information about impending
security threats and preventing their occurrence through the application of counter measures”.18 To
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check the threat to security, therefore, there is the compelling need for intelligence network that would
ensure co-operation and linkage among intelligence agencies. The advantage of this is unquantifiable.
As Odezulu has argued, this could enhance “the individual operations of the intelligence agencies for
the collective achievement of the national security objectives for the government”.19

3. THE REALITY OF NATIONAL SECURITY CHALLENGE IN CONTEMPORARY NIGERIA
Since 1999, following the end of many years of military rule in the country, Nigeria has been
confronted with the problem of national security arising from violent crimes, including armed
robbery, assassinations, ethno-religious violence, kidnapping for ransom and terrorist bomb blasts.
This unfortunate development has made the country to become one of the most dangerous countries to
visit and invest on.20 Regrettably, the country has joined the league of war-torn and terrorist enclaves
in the world such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Somalia, Pakistan, Yemen, Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC) Guinea, Sudan, Southern Sudan and Chad. Unarguably, the latest addition to the list of
security challenges in the country namely, Boko Haram terrorism has surpassed the rest in every
ramifications.21
Conservative figures of lives lost in Nigeria as a result of Boko-Haram terrorist activities have been
frightening. Facts that emerged from the US Department‟s Global Report on Terrorism indicate that
as early as 2011 Nigeria ranked second with 593 deaths from terrorist killings, only coming behind
Somalia in Africa, and at the world level, Nigeria was fifth. In fact, by 2012, the sect was said to have
conducted about 136 attacks, largely on police stations, churches, mosques. 22 With the recent upsurge
in the activities of the sect, especially since 2013, these figures have become like a child‟s play. What
many thought would be surmounted within a short period have now graduated to the adoption of over
200 teenage school girls in one single operation. While the country was bemoaning the adoption of
the innocent school girls, an attempt was made on the life of the Nigerian elder statesman, Rtd.
General Muhammadu Buhari, sometime in July 2014.23 These demonstrate the critical state of
security in the country.
The Boko Haram terrorism and other violent crimes in the country have negative implications on
national security, democracy, good governance and economic development This is because, among
other things, their activities dismantle democratic structures; prevent provision of state services, such
as health, education, commerce and security. Moreover, “their activities have forced thousands to flee
their homes, jobs and communities, pushing them into poverty.”24
A key point to note is that the challenges of security arises from human interaction with other human
beings and the society they live, but the increasing spate has never assumed the dimension it has, in
recent times. Arms acquisition, possession and use have compounded the security situation in the
world in general and Nigeria in particular. The effects of the use of these arms have been colossal on
people and society because, it has prevented the creation of a congenial atmosphere for individuals to
develop their potentials and go about their endeavours unmolested.
There is no gainsaying that security challenges are not peculiar to Nigeria neither is it a new
phenomenon in the world. Available evidence shows that acts of violence and terrorism that threaten
security have existed in the world, perhaps for over 2,000 years.25 Instances existed in most
communities of the ancient world whereby terrorist activities thrived. Apart from ancient China where
secret societies worked against early dynasties in which revolts made use of dangerous weapons,
internal politics of Rome during the periods of Republic, Jewish revolts in the Eastern Mediterranean
against the Greeks are examples of organized violence that could be regarded as terrorist acts.
Additionally, the acts of Assassins in the Levant and Persia from the eleventh to the thirteenth
century, the turmoil among the city- states in Italy during the Middle Ages and the German Peasant
war of the sixteenth century (1525) are also typical cases. The list is far from being exhaustive. 26 This
demonstrates that terrorist acts existed even in ancient societies.

4. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE AND THE NIGERIA’S SECURITY CHALLENGE
Available evidence suggests that intelligence activities in post-colonial Nigeria took shape with the
establishment of the Nigeria Security Organisation (NSO) via Decree No. 16 of 1976.27 As it were,
the Nigeria Security Organisation was to combine the duties of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) of the USA which involved counter intelligence activities and the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA)”.28 It was headed by a Director-General who was also a member of the Supreme Military
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Council and the National Security and Defence Council. However, as argued by Jimi Peters, “the
body not only lacked intelligence specialist, hut also lacked clearly defined goals”.29
By 1984, a Directorate of Intelligence was set up in the office of the Chief of Staff. It had four
directors within three years of existence. 30 Incidentally, within the same period, the Defence
intelligence Agency (DIA) was also set up within the office of the Minister of Defence. Clearly, from
the outset, it showed that a clash of interest was inescapable and could therefore rob off on efficiency.
By 1986, Decree No. 19 (under Rtd. General Ibrahim Babagida Administration) formally abolished
the NSO and created the National Intelligence Agency (NIA) and the State Security Service (SSS).31
By virtue of the provisions of this decree, it meant that the Intelligence Agency had become
decentralized. The State Security Service became saddled with the duty of prevention and detection
within Nigeria of any crime against internal security, protection and preservation of all non-military
classified matters concerning the internal security of Nigeria and such other responsibilities affecting
internal security within the country, including the Armed Forces Ruling Council or the President,
Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces as the case may be, may deem necessary. 32
Unfortunately, the security challenges that the country has faced since the dawn of the Twenty-first
Century, especially since the upsurge in the terrorist activities of the Boko Haram sect since 2011,
seem to give the impression that the intelligence branch of the Armed Forces has gone to „sleep‟. This
is regrettable because the continuity of killings as has been experienced in the recent past portends
nothing positive hut grave danger to the Nigeria nation-state. Terrorism, no doubt, is a global threat to
peace but government must fight it head-long and this requires political will. Conflicts, where
unchecked could lead to threat of unimaginable dimension as happenings in other climes have shown.
In recent times, commentators on the increased menace of insurgency in the country have warned
against the likelihood of the division of the country, but the President of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria, Dr. Goodluck Ebele Jonathan, has consistently assured the citizens that insurgency would be
brought under control. However, it is important to draw attention to the time-honoured saying that
“Prevention is better than cure”. This underscores the reason why effort should be more on how to
check the act than reliefs when destructions have been made. 33 In fact, from the analysis of scholars,
three levels of activities that could elicit war are: individual level in which „bad‟ decisions by leaders,
communication failure and misperceptions; the societal level in which there is ethno-national
challenges and the persistence of anarchy - all of which are signs of danger ahead of a nation. 34
The case of the moribund Yugoslavia seem to fit into the aforesaid three levels of analysis and thus
offers a good lesson for Nigeria to learn from. After the collapse of communism, Serbian leadership
tried to maintain the country‟s unity in the face of strong separatist movements in Slovenia, Croatia
and Bosnia-Herzegovina. Slobodan Milosevic was propelled by Serb nationalism under President
Tito. Individual leaders particularly Serbian leader Slobodan Milosevic, were able to stoke in the Serb
masses, an ultra-nationalism that threatened other groups in the Yugoslav federation. 35 It is only
hoped that the failure of intelligence agencies to quickly check the activities of insurgents does not
plunge the country into similar experience because of the history of past injustices that may be latent
in peoples‟ mind.
Mere compensation to victims of terrorist attacks cannot be the antidote to curtailing insurgency. If it
were so, then it means we have to compensate all such persons affected from the period of
independence. This, therefore, means our leaders must get to the root of the problem and it is the
position of this paper that the only way forward is to energize and restructure our intelligence
network. The importance of an efficient and effective intelligence network cannot be overemphasized. First, it helps to keep record of events and thereby detect the likelihood of dangers or
indicators of crisis situation and forestall surprises. Second, it provides vital information on
movement, environment and capacities of target groups, and above all, helps to identify insurgent
groups and the need to apply requisite surveillance and techniques to neutralize insurgent acts. Even
in the Christian holy book, The Bible, records exist on intelligence application.36 The famous Chinese
legend, Mao Tse-tung once stated that “intelligence was one of the secrets for the defeat of the
Japanese in the Guerilla warfare”.37 Nigerian leaders must therefore act fast and timely too.

5. SUGGESTIONS AND CONCLUSION
The president as the commander-in-chief of the Armed Forces of the country must rise up to the
present challenge of insecurity. In order to check the activities of terrorist, reliance must not be on the
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„big‟ powers because foreign assistance has its limitations. Unfamiliar terrain and environment are
obvious challenges to foreign forces. In additional to the strengthening of military intelligence
activities, it is recommended that the teeming youths of the country be engaged productively to check
lures from groups that have negative intentions. A situation whereby even teenage girls of about
sixteen years old have become agents of carrying out bombing is not only dangerous but disconcerting
and disheartening.
Again, traditional rulers should encourage peaceful co-existence at the community level and ensure
persons of questionable character are promptly handed to law enforcement agencies. In addition,
respect for human rights even among the military should be encouraged. A situation in which our
military is portrayed as „barbaric‟ as shown in video clips recently flaunted by Amnesty International
does not portray our military in good light. Our leaders should be more proactive in ameliorating the
deplorable living conditions of the people. The saying that “an idle mind is the devil‟s workshop”
should impress the minds of our leaders that crime could be reasonably reduced if people are
comfortable. Above all, the Intelligence arm of the Armed Forces should be overhauled and energized
to curtail insurgent acts albeit emphasizing attitudinal change on the part of the officers concerned.
Finally, it must be noted that just as conflicts are bound to occur owing largely to the likely clash of
interests, the only antidote is their avoidance, ditto for terrorist acts. To encore the point earlier made
in this paper, “To prevent is better than cure” and even, the donation of relief measures, whether
monetary or otherwise.
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